BEAUTIFUL Bouquets

For The Love

of Whimsy
Photography and styling by Elise Dumas - Text by Sharon Santoni

An ode to doing something romantic
and unconventional, simply because it looks
and feels wonderful.
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BEAUTIFUL Bouquets
RIGHT
Pure, organic beeswax candles by Apis Cera sit
pretty in a beautiful candelabra.

W

hat if life were made of impromptu, whimsical wanderings? Ones where we
instinctively know dressing a table in the
middle of the countryside - simply for the
beauty of the moment - is worthwhile.
All we’d need is a beautiful setting, a
table and chairs, maybe a rug strewn
on the ground and someone special to
share it all with. Food is sweet and simple
- some berries, a little rosé wine, maybe
a cake or pastry.
Candles, too, are useful. Vital, perhaps.
Even if they are not necessary to light the
scene, they certainly add to the ambience.
A beautiful bouquet would not hurt
either. Tumbling roses make the moment
all the more romantic, their sweet-smelling petals complementing the exquisite
tableware.
While we eat our berries and sip our
wine, we are transported from our daily
busy lives. We can fully focus on our
companion, and we talk through the
entire afternoon, until dusk falls. It is only
then that we collect our dripping candles
and wander slowly home, whispering to
each other, “No need to clear this away,
for surely we’ll be back tomorrow.” r

LEFT
A wicker hamper is essential for elegant,
impromptu picnics.
ABOVE
Striped roses interlace
with the bright yellow of Euphorbia.
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OPPOSITE PAGE
Piles of berries laid out
on vintage china and
decorated with fresh moss
makes for a gorgeous
summertime feast.
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BEAUTIFUL Bouquets
OPPOSITE PAGE
Fine serving china, vintage cutlery
and cut glassware bring elegance
to this outdoor banquette.
THIS PAGE (clockwise from right)
Candles - the finishing touch - create a romantic
ambience; as does a bouquet of freshly-cut roses
in peach, gold and blush tones.

“
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Tumbling roses
make the moment all
the more romantic
”
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